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Learning Classifier Systems: 11th International Workshop, IWLCS 2008Springer, 2011

	Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) constitute a fascinating concept at the intersection of machine learning and evolutionary computation. LCS’s genetic search, generally in combination with reinforcement learning techniques, can be applied to both temporal and spatial problem-solving and promotes powerful search in a wide variety of...
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Macromedia Dreamweaver MX Fast & Easy Web DevelopmentCourse Technology PTR, 2002
While the Web was still in its infancy, the technologies used to deliver it were
always changing. I remember a time when I had to hand-code every page in a Web
site. At that time, a Web site was just a couple of static pages. Still, dealing with raw
HTML tags was not very pleasant. A few WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get)...
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Pro SQL Server 2008 XMLApress, 2008

	Knowledge and ability to apply XML are de rigueur in today’s world, and SQL Server developers and administrators are no exception to that rule. Pro SQL Server 2008 XML is your key to unlocking the powerful XML feature set first introduced in SQL Server 2005 and since refined in SQL Server 2008. Author Michael...
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The Book of PF: A No-Nonsense Guide to the OpenBSD FirewallNo Starch Press, 2008

	OpenBSD's stateful packet filter, PF, offers an amazing feature set and support across the major BSD platforms. Like most firewall software though, unlocking PF's full potential takes a good teacher. Peter N.M. Hansteen's PF website and conference tutorials have helped thousands of users build the networks they need using PF....
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The Customer Trap: How to Avoid the Biggest Mistake in BusinessApress, 2015

	American business is dysfunctional. Companies of all sizes follow the mistaken belief that their products and services are best sold through organizations with pervasive market reach. Far too many business leaders fail to realize - until it is too late - that the relentless pursuit of volume at all cost is not the key to long-term profits and...
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Functional Interfaces in Java: Fundamentals and ExamplesApress, 2019

	
		Reduce development time by organizing your programs as chains of functional interfaces and see that the advantages of using functional interfaces include the flexibility and power of inlined functional chains and reuse of functional methods utilized throughout the Java API. You’ll see how complex logical expressions can be reduced...
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Linux All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Linux is truly amazing when you consider how it originated and how it continues to evolve. From its modest beginning as the hobby of one person — Linus Torvalds of Finland — Linux has grown into a full-fledged operating system with features that rival those of any commercial UNIX operating system. To top it off, Linux — with...
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Getting Results the Agile Way: A Personal Results System for Work and LifeInformation Today, 2010

	In Getting Results the Agile Way, author J.D. Meier introduces Agile Results®-a simple system for meaningful results! It's a systematic way to achieve both short- and long-term results in all aspects of your life-from work to fun. It offers just enough planning to get you going, but makes it easy to change your course as needed. It also...
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Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free ProductivityPhoenix Books, 2002

	In today's world, yesterday's methods just don't work. In Getting Things Done, veteran coach and management consultant David Allen shares the breakthrough methods for stress-free performance that he has introduced to tens of thousands of people across the country. Allen's premise is simple: our productivity is...
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Practical Digital Wireless Signals (The Cambridge RF and Microwave Engineering Series)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	Wireless communications is rapidly becoming one of the ubiquitous technological underpinnings of modern society (such as electric power, fossil fuels, automobiles, etc.). Few people think about the technology within their mobile phones, remote controls, garage door openers, GPS navigation devices, and so on. These devices are always at hand...
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Universal Principles of Design, Revised and Updated: 125 Ways to Enhance Usability, Influence Perception, Increase Appeal, Make Better Design Decisions, and Teach through DesignRockport Publishers, 2010

	
		Whether a marketing campaign or a museum exhibit, a video game or a complex control system, the design we see is the culmination of many concepts and practices brought together from a variety of disciplines. Because no one can be an expert on everything, designers have always had to scramble to find the information and know-how...
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The Principles of Beautiful Web Design, 2nd EditionSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2010

	
		This second edition of the best-selling book, The Principles of Beautiful Web Design, is the ideal book for people who can build websites, but are seeking the skills and knowledge to make the design of their websites POP. This is the ultimate design book, for the non-designer.

	
		This book will teach you how to:

	
...
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